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11 Abstract
12 Recently, we showed the advantages of Trapped IonMobility Spectrometry for the study of kinetic intermediates of biomolecules
13 as a function of the starting solvent composition (e.g., organic content and pH) and collisional induced activation. In the present
14 work, we further characterize the influence of the bath composition (e.g., organic content) on the conformational space of an
15 intrinsically disordered, DNA binding peptide: AT-hook 3 (Lys-Arg-Pro-Arg-Gly-Arg-Pro-Arg-Lys-Trp). Results show the
16 dependence of the charge state distribution and mobility profiles by doping the solution and the bath gas with organic modifiers
17 (e.g., methanol and acetone). The high resolving power of the TIMS analyzer allowed the separation of multiple IMS band per
18 charge state, and their relative abundances are described as a function of the experimental conditions. The use of gas modifiers
19 resulted in larger ion-neutral collision cross sections, with a direct correlation between the size of the modifier and the CCS
20 differences. Conformational isomer inter-conversion rates were observed as a function of the trapping time. Different from
21 solution experiments, a larger variety of organic gas modifiers can be used to tailor the peptide conformational space, since
22 peptide precipitation is not a problem.
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24

25 Introduction

26 Mass spectrometry-based methods have increasingly become
27 a complementary or alternative research tool for investigating
28 the conformational space of biomolecules under a variety of
29 conditions, including biologically relevant conditions. [6, 16,
30 19, 37, 40] Specifically, ion mobility spectrometry combined
31 with mass spectrometry (IMS-MS) has the capability to per-
32 form separation and selection of gas-phase ions, from hetero-
33 geneous solutions. It provides insight into both stable and
34 intermediate structures, allowing for a more dynamic view
35 and native-like folding information, [21] while resembling
36 solution structures (memory effect). [5, 15, 18, 22, 25, 33,
37 35, 36, 38] Previous studies from our group showed the

38advantages of ESI-TIMS-MS for the study of kinetically
39trapped intermediates of biomolecules. [1–4, 10, 11, 15, 20,
4024, 27, 29, 31] Relevant to this study, we presented the folding
41pathways between local, free energy minima of AT-hook pep-
42tide 3 (ATHP3) leading to multiple, stabilized conformations.
43[26] Protonation site, backbone relaxation and side-chain ori-
44entations were implicated in defining each structure. We have
45shown that the conformational space can be altered by intro-
46ducing dopants into the TIMS cell for the case of flavin ade-
47nine dinucleotide.[20] Different from other experiments
48where gas modifiers are used to increase the analytical power
49of IMS by increasing the size of the collision partner or induc-
50ing higher order multi-pole interactions, [9, 13, 14, 23, 32, 39]
51in this project we focused on the influence of the microenvi-
52ronment on the stabilization of the conformational space of
53biomolecules.
54In the present work, a ten amino acid intrinsically disor-
55dered peptide, Lys-Arg-Pro-Arg-Gly-Arg-Pro-Arg-Lys-Trp,
56was studied using nanoESI-TIMS-MS as a function of starting
57solvent (e.g. organic content and pH), bath gas collision part-
58ner and time after desolvation. This study is the first to report
59on the use of TIMS gas modifiers to tailor the peptide confor-
60mational space.
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61 Experimental methods

62 Materials and reagents AT-hook peptides 3 (Lys-Arg-Pro-
63 Arg-Gly-Arg-Pro-Arg-Lys-Trp) were purchased from
64 Advanced ChemTech Inc. (Louisville, KY) and used as re-
65 ceived. Methanol and acetone solvents, and ammonium ace-
66 tate salts utilized in this study were analytical grade or better
67 and purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). A
68 Tuning Mix calibration standard (G24221A) was obtained
69 from Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA) and used as
70 received.

71 Trapped ion mobility spectrometry –Mass spectrometry anal-
72 ysis (TIMS-MS) Details regarding the TIMS operation and spe-
73 cifics compared to traditional IMS can be found elsewhere. [7,
74 8, 12, 28, 30] Briefly, mobility separation in TIMS is based on
75 holding the ions stationary against a moving gas using an
76 electric field. The separation in a TIMS device can be de-
77 scribed in the center of the mass reference frame using the
78 same principles as in a conventional IMS drift tube. [17]
79 Since mobility separation is related to the number of ion-
80 neutral collisions (or drift time in traditional drift tube cells),
81 the mobility separation in a TIMS device depends on the
82 bath gas drift velocity, ion confinement and ion elution
83 parameters. The reduced mobility, K, of an ion in a
84 TIMS cell is described by:

K ¼
Vg

E
≈

A
Velution−Voutð Þ

8586 where vg and E are the velocity of the gas and the applied
87 electric field across the TIMS analyzer region. Velution is the
88 voltage when the ions elute in the Vramp sweep and Vout is the

89voltage applied at the end of the TIMS analyzer region. A is a
90constant that relates to the velocity of the bath gas and electric
91field axial distribution and can be calculated using mobility
92standards. Notice that, once A is calculated for a given bath
93gas (e.g., Tuning Mix as calibrants for N2 bath gas), it will not
94change when using gas modifiers since the pressure difference
95between P1 and P2 are kept the same (see details in Fig. 1).
96A custom-built, pulled capillary nanoESI source was uti-
97lized for all the experiments. Quartz glass capillaries (O.D.:
981.0 mm and I.D.: 0.70 mm) were pulled utilizing a P-2000
99micropipette laser puller (Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA) and
100loaded with 10 μL aliquot of the sample solution. A typical
101nanoESI source voltage of +/− 600–1200 V was applied be-
102tween the pulled capillary tips and the TIMS-MS instrument
103inlet. Ions were introduced via a stainless steel tube (1/16 ×
1040.020″, IDEX Health Science, Oak Harbor, WA) held at room
105temperature into the TIMS cell. It should be noted that all
106solvent studies were performed with nitrogen as the bath
107gas, and that all dopant experiments were conducted with
108peptides sprayed from 10 mM NH4AC.
109Mobility calibration was performed using the Tuning Mix
110calibration standard (G24221A, Agilent Technologies, Santa
111Clara, CA) in positive ion mode (e.g., m/z = 322, K0 =
1121.376 cm2 V−1 s−1 and m/z = 622, K0 = 1.013 cm2 V−1 s−1).
113[12] The TIMS operation was controlled using in-house soft-
114ware, written in National Instruments Lab VIEW, and syn-
115chronized with the maXis Impact Q-ToF acquisition program.
116[7, 8] Gas modifiers were introduced at the entrance of the

Fig. 1 Scheme utilized for the nESI-TIMS-MS experiments with organic gas modifiers. Notice that the gas velocity in the TIMS analyzer is kept
constant

�Fig. 2 a Typical mass spectra and (b) native IMS spectra of ATHP3 as a
function of (c) starting solvent (methanol:H2O or acetone:H2O) or (d)
dopant bath gas (methanol or acetone)
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117TIMS cell via vaporization of the respective solvents (e.g.,
118methanol or acetone) at a ratio of 2:1 air:air modified mix
119(scheme shown in Fig. 1). For simplified mobility calibration,
120the gas velocity was kept constant in all experiments (P1 and
121P2 values).

122Results and discussion

123The analysis of ATHP3 peptide using nES-TIMS-MS resulted
124in a charge state distribution of [M +H]+ to [M + 3H]+3. The
125ATHP3 motif is mainly comprised of basic residues with sev-
126en potential locations for protonation (e.g., N-terminus, four
127arginines and two lysines), however, the most abundant ion
128under all experimental conditions was the [M + 2H]2+

129charge state (Fig. 2a). The mobility distributions observed
130from our previous study of ATHP 3 [M + 2H]+2 using
131ESI-TIMS-MS are consistent with the current analysis
132by nanoESI-TIMS-MS. [26]
133At native conditions (Fig. 2b, pink mobility bands) ATHP3
134[M + 2H]2+ populates four conformers (A-D). The mobility
135bands are also conserved across the different organic solvent
136conditions (Fig. 2c, pink mobility bands in blue panel). At
137higher trapping times (e.g., 500 ms), a kinetically trapped
138structure, and what we consider a more stable “desolvated”
139conformer, appears between bands B and C of the native. The
140presence of methanol in the TIMS cell did not alter the [M +
1412H]2+ conformers, while acetone significantly changed the
142relative abundance and distribution of structures (Fig. 2d,
143pink mobility band in pink panel). Three structures (A, B
144and C) were observed for ATHP3 [M+ 3H]3+ over the range
145of starting solvent solutions (Fig. 2b and c, green mobility
146bands). Conformer A was the major structure present in all
147experiments, followed by conformer B and C. The abundance
148of conformer B, however, increased in the presence of acetone
149in the TIMS cell. The mobility profiles of ATHP3 [M+H]+

150showed the presence of two structures (A and B) which were
151observed over the range of experimental conditions (Fig. 2b, c
152and d, blue mobility bands). The distribution of ATHP 3 struc-
153tures using acetone solvent cannot be recreated using acetone
154in the TIMS cell. One possible explanation is that the differ-
155ences in conformational space is due to interaction with the
156ketone functional group of acetone. Unlikemethanol’s alcohol
157group, acetone’s ketone group can form various interactions
158with the peptide, including 1) hydrogen bonding with the am-
159ide of the peptide backbone, 2) disruption of hydrogen bond-
160ing networks or, more likely, 3) dipole-dipole interactions with

�Fig. 3 The relative abundances of ATHP 3 [M + 2H]+2 conformers as a
function of the trapping time, stating solvent conditions and bath gas
composition. Starting solvent and bath gas are listed to the left of the
graphs
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161 the charged residues of the peptide. Confirming this explana-
162 tion will be the subject of future studies.
163 Changes in the conformational space as a function of the
164 trapping showed stabilization towards more energetically fa-
165 vored structures as a function of the trapping time for [M +
166 H]+2 charge state (Fig. 3). While our measurements are only
167 sensitive to the 50–500 ms time scale, potential rearrange-
168 ments are possible in the first 50 ms after desolvation [34].
169 In the case of varying the starting solution (10mMammonium
170 acetate, and with methanol and acetone), a common trend in
171 the gas phase kinetics in nitrogen is the increase of the band E,
172 which corresponds to the largest CCS (and largest 1/K0) for
173 this charge state. However, in the case of gas modifiers, band
174 E is not observed, and the trends are best characterized by a
175 decrease of band B and band A for methanol and acetone,
176 respectively, which correspond to the smallest CCSs. We in-
177 terpret these results as the most stable gas-phase structures
178 tending to have larger CCSs that those initially observed in
179 solution. These effects may be a consequence of the absence
180 of the solvent, since in the gas-phase the lack of water mole-
181 cules promotes long range interactions. In the case of the
182 [M + H]+ and [M + H]+3 charge states, similar trends were
183 observed regarding the increase of larger CCS bands as a
184 function of the trapping time (see Fig. 2).

185 Conclusions

186 The results presented here displayed the utility of gas modi-
187 fiers in TIMS-MS for investigating and monitoring solution
188 versus gas-phase microenvironment contribution to the pep-
189 tide conformational space. When ionized from native condi-
190 tions (10 mM NH4Ac and nitrogen bath gas), the mobility
191 profiles of ATHP 3 show an ensemble of conformers, which
192 were preserved as a function of increasing organic content
193 (methanol and acetone). Although the overall IMS profiles
194 were maintained, changes in the relative abundance of con-
195 formers (e.g., conformational isomerization to the more stable
196 gas-phase structure) were observed and recorded. The inter-
197 conversion of structures, however, was small and often did not
198 exceed growth or decay abundances of ~10%. Comparison
199 between starting solvent and bath gas with the same organic
200 modifier showed that acetone as a dopant consistently
201 changed the original IMS profiles. Overall, we find evidence
202 for multiple stable conformers of these “disordered”motifs as
203 a function of starting solvent (e.g. organic content), bath gas
204 collision partner and time after desolvation. The sensitivity of
205 TIMS-MS allows for the observation of many low abundant
206 conformers, separation of closely related structures and track-
207 ing of gas-phase stable structures via isomerization kinetics.
208 This methodology opens new avenues for the study of bio-
209 molecules in the presence of gas modifiers that are not

210accessible during solution experiments, due to the typical pre-
211cipitation of biomolecules during non-native conditions.
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